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Introduction

� To what extent could languages  be expected 

to differ from one another?

� A typology based on the grammatical relations:

subject-predicate and topic-comment



Introduction

� The notion of topic may be as basic as that of 

subject.

� Languages may differ in their strategies in 

construction sentences according to the 

prominence of the notions of topic and subject.



Introduction

� Four basic types of languages:

(i)subject-prominent (Sp):

Indo-European, Niger-congo, Finno-Uric…

(ii)topic-prominent (Tp):

Chinese, Lahu, Lisu…

(iii)subject-prominent and topic-prominent:

Japanese, Korean…

(iv)neither subject-prominent nor topic-prominent: 

Tagalog, Illocano…



Introduction

� John           hit Mary.

Subject       Predicate

� As for education, John prefers Bertrand Russell’s 

ideas.

Topic                             Comment

� Some languages can be more insightfully 

described by taking the concept of topic to be 

basic, while other by taking the notion of 

subject as basic due to many structural 

phenomena.



Introduction

� The goal is to establish the value and validity 

of a typology based on the notions of subject-

prominence and topic-prominence.

� 1. Outlines of the differences between subjects 

and topics in terms of a number of properties 

which they do not share



Introduction

� 2. Discussion of some of the characteristics of 

Tp languages

� 3. Proof that the topic-comment structure in 

Tp languages is indeed a basic sentence type

� 4. Explanation of the implications of the 

typology for the study of universal grammar



Subject vs. Topic

(a) Definite

� “I think you already know and can identify the 

particular referent I have in mind.” (Chafe)

� Proper and generic NPs

� A subject, on the other hand, need not be 

definite.

� A couple of people have arrived.

A piece of pie is on the table.



Subject vs. Topic

(b) Selectional relation

� The topic need not have a selectional relation with 

any verb in a sentence; that is, it need not be an 

argument of a predicative constituent.

� 那場火，幸虧消防隊來得快

那些樹木，樹身大

Gakkoo-wa   buku-ga   isogasi-kat-ta (Japanese)

school-topic   I-subject  busy-past tense

marker   marker



Subject vs. Topic

(c) Verb determines “Subject” but not 

“Topic”

� agent→subject

� stative verb – patient/experiencer→subject 

� action verb – actor→subject

� causative verb – causer→subject

� Topic selection is independent of the verb.



Subject vs. Topic

(d) Functional role

� The functional role of the topic is constant 

across sentences.

� Chafe

� The topic is the “center of attention”; it 

announces the theme of the discourse.

� The functional role of the topic as setting the 

framework within which the predication holds 

precludes the possibility of an indefinite topic.



Subject vs. Topic

(e) Verb-agreement

� Topics are much more independent of their 

comments than are subjects of their verbs, 

since: 

(1) The topic need not have any selectional 

relationship to any verb.

(2) The topic is not determined by the verb of 

the sentence. 



Subject vs. Topic

(f) Sentence-initial position

� The surface coding of the topic in all the 

languages always involve the sentence-initial 

position.

� Discourse strategies:

Since speech involves serialization of the 

information to be communicated, it makes 

sense that the topic, which represents the 

discourse theme, should be introduced first.



Subject vs. Topic

(g) Grammatical processes

� The subject but not the topic plays a 

prominent role in such processes as 

reflexivization, passivization, Equi-NP 

deletion, verb serialization,  and 

imperativization, which are concerned with 

the internal syntactic strucure.



Subject vs. Topic

� discourse strategy

� noun-verb relation

� grammatical processes



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(a) Surface coding

� In Tp languages, there will be a surface coding 

for the topic, but not necessarily for the 

subject.

� Mandarin: sentence-initial

� Lisu and Lahu: morphological marker



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(b) The passive construction

� the relative insignificance of the passive in Tp 

languages

� In Sp languages, the verb must be marked to 

signal this “non-normal” subject choice.

� In Tp languages, it is the topic, not the subject, 

that plays a more significant role in sentence 

construction.



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(c) ”Dummy” subjects

� In a Sp language, a subject may be needed 

whether or not it plays a semantic role.

� In a Tp language,  where the notion of subject 

does not play a prominent role, there is no 

need for dummy subjects.

� Examples on RP



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(d) “Double subject”

� (1) The topic and the subject both occur and can 

thus be distinguished easily.

� (2) The topic has no selectional relationship with 

the verb.

� (3) No argument can be given that these sentences 

could be derived by any kind of “movement.”

� (4) All Tp languages have sentences of this type.

� Examples on RP



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(e) Controlling co-reference

� In a Tp language, the topic, and not the subject, 

typically controls co-referential constituent 

deletion.



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(f) V-final languages

� Tp languages tend to be verb-final languages.



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(g) Constraints on topic constituent

� In certain Sp languages, the topic-comment 

type of sentence is highly constrained in terms 

of what can serve as the topic constituent.

� In Tp languages, on the other hand, there are 

no constraints on what may be the topic.



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

(h) Basicness of topic-comment sentences

� the extent to which the topic-comment 

sentence can be considered to be part of the 

repertoire of basic sentence types



Characteristics of Topic-Prominent 

Languages

� In Tp languages,

(1) topics are coded in the surface structure

(2) topics tend to control co-referentiality

(3) topic-oriented “double subject”

construction is a basic sentence type

(4) subject-oriented “passive” and “dummy”

subject sentences are rare or non-existent



On the Basicness of Topic-Comment 

Sentences in Tp Languages

� The aim is to show that topic-comment 
structures in Tp languages cannot be viewed 
as being derived from any other sentence type.

� Against the desirability in principle of viewing 
topic-comment sentences as derivative, 
marginal, marked, or otherwise unusual 
sentence types in these languages.

� It is naturally accounted for by taking the 
topic-comment sentences to be basic and not 
derived.



On the Basicness of Topic-Comment 

Sentences in Tp Languages

(a) On the notion “basic sentence”

� Definition of “basic sentence” by E.L. Keenan

� There are no sentences more basic than they in 

terms of which their meaning or form can be 

specified.



� 這次報告，你不仔細聽完就太可惜了！

Topic                  Comment



(b) Lisu

(1) Grammatical relations

34 Làthyu   nya     ánà khù – a 

people    topic      dog      bite- declarative

“People(topic)       they bite dogs.”

dogs bite them.”

35 ánà nya      làthyu   khù – a

dog    topic      people      bite – declarative 

“Dogs(topic)      they bite people.”

people bite them.”

36  làma nya   ánà khù – a

tiger   topic  dog      bite    - declarative

“Tigers(topic),       they bite dogs.”

dogs bite them.”



(b) Lisu

• Verb « burn » and « kill »

37  *làthyu    gu     nya    ánà thywu – a

person      that     topic    dog           burn – declarative

“ That person burned the dog.”

38  ása   nya  yi-pe    sye – a 

asa    topic   end        kill – declarative

“Asa killed and an den resulted.”



� There is no possibility of identifying the subject in Lisu 
sentences.

39  Làthyu nay   áyà ami   khwa –a       mu - a

people    topic   buffalo   field    hoe      - decl.  see - decl. 

“The people (topic), they saw the buffaloes hoeing the field.”

the buffaloes saw them hoeing the field.”

40  áyà nya   làthyu  ami   khwa- a      mu – a

buffalo  topic  people     field     hoe – decl.   see  - decl.

“The buffaloes (topic), they saw the people hoeing the field.”

the people saw them hoeing the field.”



(2) Reflexive

46 Làma  nya    làma kudwè khù -a

tiger   topic   tiger body      bite  decl.

“The tiger(topic) he bit his body.”

47 Làma  nya    yi kudwè khù - a

tiger   topic  he body      bite   decl.

“The tiger(topic), he bit his body(i.e., himself).”

48 Làma kudwè nya    làma   khù - a

tiger body        topic   tiger   bite   decl.

“His body(topic), the tiger bit it.”

49 Yi kudwè nya      làma   kyù - a

he body      topic      tiger   bite   decl.

“His body(topic), the tiger bit it.”



(3) Co-ordination

� If several topic noun phrases are conjoined, ce is used to 

replace one or all of the topic markers nya.

51 Làthyu  ce làma  nya   ánà khù – a

people     co-ord   tiger   topic   dog     bite      decl.

“People and tigers(topic),   they bite dogs.”

dogs bite them.”

52 Làthyu  nya   làma  ce ánà khù – a 

people    topic   tiger   co-ord   dog     bite       decl.

a. “People and tigers(topic),   they bite dogs.”

dogs bite them.”

b. “ People (topic),       they bite dogs and tigers.”

dogs and tigers bite them.”



� Nya does appear as a marker in sentences 

containing no presupposed noun phrases:

� 53 Swu   nya       áthà de    – a 

one    topic    forge  knige – decl.

“Someone if forging a knife.”



(c)Mandarin

�“The grammatical meaning of subject and 

predicate in a Chinese sentence is topic and 

comment, rather than actor and action.”

�Unlike Lisu, Mandarin does have structures 

that could be called subject-predicate 

sentences.



Subject-predicate sentences

� 53 Wode   didi        vihuan   chi   pingguo

my            brother          like         eat   apple.

“My brother likes to eat apple.”

• 54 Zhang-san mai  le     piao     jinqu

Zhang-san    buy   asp.   Ticket    go in.

“Zhang-san bought a ticket and went in.

to go in.

• 55 Wo hua         le        gian      xiangshou

I      spend aspect  money   enjoy.

“I      spent money and had a good time.”

to have a good time.”



�Subject may control 

reflexivixation• 56 John xihuan ta – ziji

John  like      he- self

“John likes himself.”

• 57 John da ta – ziji

John hit he- self

“John hit himself.”

• 58 John shi ta –ziji       de       pengyou

John  is   de- self genitive friend

“John is his own friend.”

• 59 *John, wo xihuan ta- ziji

John, I       like      he- self

* “John (topic) I like himself.”



� 60 Huang – se              de               tu-di   dafen      zui      heshi

yellow-color relative clause   soil     manure   most suitable

“The yellow soil (topic), manure is most suitable.”

• 61 Nei – zuo          fangzi  xingkui      qu    nian  mei    xia xue

that-classifier house  fortunate last – year  not     snow

“That house (topic), fortunately it didn’t snow last year.”

• 62 Dongwu wo zuzhang          bao – shou    zhengce

animal    I       advocate   conservation    policy 

“Animal (topic), I advocate a conservation policy.”

• 63 Zei – jian          shiquig     ni   bu   neng  guang mafan    yi- ge  ren

this-classifier  matter    you not   can    only    bother    one    person

“ This matter (topic), you can’t just bother one person.”



Pseudo-passive

� 64 Zhei – jian         xinwen   guangbo     le

this  - classifier  news     broadcast   aspect

“This news (topic), it has been broadcast.”

• 65 Nei – ben          shu    yijing       chuban     le

That – classifier book   already   publish     aspect

“That book (topic), it has already been published.”



(d) The “double subject”

construction
• 66 John – in        meli – ka         aphi – ta

topic        head    subj.             sick        stative

“John has a headache.”

� 67 John – ii      meli – ka       aphi – ta

gen.        head     subj.       sick    stative

“ John’s head aches.”

• 68  Ziang bizi chang

elephant nose long

“Elephants have long noses.”

• 69 Xiang de bizi chang

elephant gen. nose long

“Elephants’ nose are long.”



•Double subject constructions:   

NP           NP2    V

topic         comment



� No genitive or partitive relationships between the two 
initial noun phrases:

� 70  TV - in Zenith – ka  tintin – ha – ta    (Korean) 

strong         stative

“ The TV (topic), Zenith is durable.”

• 71  Tamen  shei        dou     bu     lai           (Mandarin)

they      anyone   all       not   come

“They (topic), none of them are coming.”

• Noun phrase deletions differently:

• 72  Neike  shu  de   yezi     tai   da, suoyi  wo  bu     xihuan

that     tree ‘s       leaves   too   big    so        I     not     like

“That tree’s leaves are too big, so I don’t like them.”

• 73  Neike shu    yezi         tai   da,  suoyi   wo   bu   xihuan

that    tree    leaves        too  big      so        I       not     like

“That tree (topic), the leaves are too big, so I don’t like it.”



(e) Distribution

� Relative clause structure:

74. Wo bu xihuan nei zhong  yi  jin  sanshi kuai  gian de douzi

I       not    like      that   kind     one catty   30       dollars          rel. beans

“I don’t like that kind of beans that costs 30 dollars a catty.”

75. Nei   zhong douzi   yi jin          sanshi  kuai-gian

that      kind    beans    one catty         30           dollars

“That kind of bean (topic) one catty is 30 dollars.”

76  Nei – ke         yezi     hen da de  shu  feichang gao

that – classifier leaves    very  big rel.   tree   unusual    tall 

“That tree with big leaves is exceptionally tall.”

77  Nei  -ke           shu   yezi     hen   da

that- classifier    tree    leaves    very    big

“That tree (topic) the leaves are very big.”



� Topic-comment sentences can be embedded as 

presupposed complements:

78 Wo  fandui    tamen   shei         dou    bu     lai

I       oppose   they       anyone  all        not   come

“ I oppose the fact that none of them are coming.”



V. The Typology and some diachronic Implications

Korean, Japanese

Tp
Sp

Lisu Chinese, 

Lahu
Philippine Malagasy English, 

French, Twi, 

Indonesian



Diachronic schema                            
Topic notion integrated 

into basic sentence 

structure; topic and 

subject distinct

Topic sentences 

become less marked, 

more basic

Topic becomes more 

closely integrated into 

case frame of verb

Topic has become integrated into 

case frame of verb as a subject; 

subject and topic often indistinct, 

subjects having some non-topic 

properties; sentences with clear 

topics are highly marked



Thank you for your listening!☺


